Continuous, ubiquitous monitoring through wearable sensors has the potential to collect useful information about users' context. Heart rate is an important physiologic measure used in a wide variety of applications, such as fitness tracking and health monitoring. However, wearable sensors that monitor heart rate, such as smartwatches and electrocardiogram (ECG) patches, can have gaps in their data streams because of technical issues (e.g., bad wireless channels, battery depletion, etc.) or user-related reasons (e.g. motion artifacts, user compliance, etc.). The ability to use other available sensor data (e.g., smartphone data) to estimate missing heart rate readings is useful to cope with any such gaps, thus improving data quality and continuity. In this paper, we test the feasibility of estimating raw heart rate using smartphone sensor data. Using data generated by 12 participants in a one-week study period, we were able to build both personalized and generalized models using regression, SVM, and random forest algorithms. All three algorithms outperformed the baseline moving-average interpolation method for both personalized and generalized settings. Moreover, our findings suggest that personalized models outperformed the generalized models, which speaks to the importance of considering personal physiology, behavior, and life style in the estimation of heart rate. The promising results provide preliminary evidence of the feasibility of combining smartphone sensor data with wearable sensor data for continuous heart rate monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor data from mobile phones and wearable devices, such as smartwatches, have the ability to capture continuous in-situ data about users' behaviors and wellbeing. One of the unique streams that is passively collected by wrist-worn devices is heart rate. Heart rate is a physiologic measurement that can be useful in monitoring both physical and psychological activity [1] , [2] . This data can be further exploited to extract meaningful biomarkers used to understand human health, such as anxiety and stress [3] , [4] . It can also provide insight into aspects of disease processes like loss of mobility or decreased physical activity.
One of the major issues of wearable devices used in the wild is missing data. The gaps in the data stream can be the result of bad wireless channels, motion artifacts, battery depletion, software/firmware errors and updates, and the user simply not wearing the device [5] . Similar gaps can occur in mobile phone sensor data, but they may not temporally overlap with gaps in the wearable data. The central theme in this work is therefore to explore the relationship between sensor data from the mobile phones and wearable devices to determine if one can compensate for the other during data gaps to preserve continuous monitoring. More specifically, the main research question is to investigate if mobile phone sensor data can estimate heart rate as collected by a wrist-worn wearable device, such as a smartwatch.
Previous works have researched the ability of phone sensors to estimate heart rate. In work by Herandez, McDuff, and Picard [6] , they estimate heart rate using a wrist-worn accelerometer and gyroscope during sleep. In this work, the authors use a controlled experiment, varying phone positions and location and reported a mean absolute error of 1.16 beats per minute (STD: 3). The phone positions included standing up, sitting down, and lying down, which were repeated before and after exercising, followed by watching a video, listening on the phone, and browsing the Internet while sitting down [7] . Another work [8] proposed a smartphone-based system for monitoring walking workload (estimating heart rate). This work uses machine learning techniques to estimate heart rate from the acceleration and speed (GPS data) during walking.
While these projects show a relationship between smartphone sensor data and heart rate collected by a smartwatch, these studies were conducted in a controlled setting, such as asking the participants to carry the phone in specific positions and perform specific activities (e.g., walking). Furthermore, these works only focus on analyzing smartphone motion and smartwatch heart rate, excluding other smartphone available sensors.
In this paper, we describe uncontrolled data collections and data analytics to correlate smartwatch heart rate data with a variety of smartphone sensor data, including motion, GPS, time of day, and other contextual information. With such correlations, it becomes possible to estimate heart rate continuously from just smartphone data. While such estimates would not be as accurate as heart rate data from a smartwatch, it could be used to fill gaps when smartwatch data is not arXiv:1912.08910v1 [cs.
LG] 18 Dec 2019 available.
II. STUDY DESIGN
Twelve university students volunteered to participate in a seven-day study period to collect both wrist-worn sensor data and phone sensor data. The participants provided a relatively homogeneous sample mitigating the impact of confounding factors. Both Android and iOS phones were being used among the group. A customized mobile app (Sensus) [8] was installed on participants personal smartphones and was programmed to collect GPS coordinates every 15 second and accelerometer data at 1 Hz. All data were transmitted wirelessly to a secure Amazon Web Server for further analysis (see Figure 1 ).
Fig. 1. Data collection process
Participants were also given a smartwatch (Huawei Watch 2) to wear. The watch recorded optical heart rate (beats per minute) at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. Participants were asked to wear the watch as much as possible during the 7 days. Data was stored on-board and extracted at the end of the collection period for further analysis.
III. METHODS

A. Sensor Data
• Accelerometer Data: Accelerometry data is used to asses physical activity level of the participant. The Sensus application collects 3-axis, x,y, and z accelerometer data. we first calculated the magnitude of acceleration:
Since the phone was used in the participants natural environment, the orientation of the phone could affect the accelerometer magnitude. To have an orientation free motion feature, the magnitude value of 1.0 meant the phone was still; to make this value more meaningful for prediction models, we decided to create features for each of the accelerometer metrics that represented the deviation from 1.0. In the interest of maintaining as much data as possible, all accelerometer metrics (x, y, z, and magnitude) were used for analysis. • GPS Data: GPS data provide information about participants mobility patterns. We create six location data features, three latitude features, and three longitude features, by rounding the latitude and longitude digits. Less decimal digits of the GPS data means it covers more area, and the more decimal digits gives a more detailed location such as different buildings in the university campus. The GPS features are latitude and longitude data with 2decimal digits, 1-decimal digit and no decimal digit. • Time Feature: Time of the day can be indicative of fluctuations in heart rate. For instance, heart rate during sleep is known to be lower than when performing other activities [11] . Datetime was parsed into hours, minutes and seconds and added to the feature space as well. • Heart Rate: The heart rate data was collected using the smartwatch. For personalized prediction models, each model was trained and tested on the same subject using raw heart rate readings. To compare heart rates across participants, we used general models. However, each participant's heart rate can depends on the person's baseline physiological such as age or fitness. Thus, using the beatper-minute heart rate may skewed the result as the heart rate of a much older person may response differently to the same physical activity to the younger person. It made the most sense to standardize heart rates across the participants to remove baseline physiological differences. Thus, z-scored heart rate was utilized in the generalized model.
B. Predictive Models
1) Personalized Models: We used three algorithms to test the predictability of heart rate: ridge regression, support vector machine (SVM), and random forest decision tree. We chose to start with regression as a natural first step in analyzing the data and ultimately chose to use the ridge regression analysis in order to diminish the multicollinearity of the variables. In addition to the regression model, the SVM regression model was chosen due to its ability to handle non-linear data. Lastly, to better understand the results of the SVM model, a random forest was utilized. 2) General Models: In addition to our personalized models, we also created general models using all four participants' data. To accommodate for the different ranges of heart rate baseline of each participant, the models are targeted the heart rate's z-score instead of the actual beat-perminute heart rate. The same parameters (e.g. alpha, epsilon, C, number of the tree) as the personalized models were used. The included features for the predictive models are listed in Table 1 .
IV. RESULTS
In this section, the performance of each regression models is validated with 5-fold cross-validation setting. Then we calculate 1.) The coefficient of determination or the R squared value and 2.) Root mean-squared error (RMSE). Both the Rsquared value and RMSE are averaged among all participants. Our approach was compared with a baseline model that uses a moving-average interpolation method. The baseline uses the thirty minutes prior heart rate to interpolate the next thirty minutes.
A. Models Results
1) Personalized Models: The personalized models result is shown in Figure 2 . The r-squared and RMSE are shown for all models, baseline (30-min interpolation), Ridge regression, SVM, and random forest. We obtain the r-squared value of 0.28, 0.41, 0.36, and 0.82 and the RMSE value of 21.88, 8.79, 11.02, and 5.06 for the baseline, Ridge regression, SVM, and random forest models respectively. Results suggest that all three predictive models outperformed the baseline interpolation model. Which means that the three predictive models were able to learn the association between the smartphone sensor data and heart rate. Furthermore, Random Forests showed the best performance in terms of r-squared and RMSE. Example of heart rate prediction using Random Forest as compared with ground truth is shown in Figure 3 . 2) General Models: The results of the general regression, SVM models, and random forest are shown in Figure 4 . For general models, we are estimating heart rate z-score instead of the actual heart rate (beats per minute). We recorded the r-squared values of 0.18, 0.26, 0.30, and 0.66 and the RMSE value of 1.37, 1.21, 0.81, and 0.37 for the baseline, Ridge regression, SVM, and random forest model. Similarly to the personalized models, the three predictive models outperformed the baseline regression models with Random Forests recorded as best model. We also noticed the the r-squared values recorded in the generalised models are smaller than those of the personalized models. This suggests that personalized models are better predictive of heart rate than generalized models. Fig. 4 . R-squared and RMSE results of generalized ridge regression, SVM, and random forests as compared with a baseline moving-average interpolation method.
B. Feature Importance
This section explores the importance of each data features used in estimating heart rate. We analyze the feature importance in the random forest model because it has the best performance as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . The feature importance is estimated by permuting out-of-bag observations and those estimates obtained by summing gains in the mean squared error due to splits on each feature [12] , [13] , [14] . The random forest feature importance is shown in Figure 5 . The result shows that the temporal features were the most important feature for estimating heart rate, followed by motion features, then location features. The effect of the temporal features, or the time of the day, on estimating heart rate could due to the participant's daily activity schedule such as sleeping, commuting, and work/class period, all of which can affect the person's heart rate. This work presents a framework for heart rate estimation using smartphone sensors. Although there are many limitation and confounders to the models, we believe it is a positive first step. The low R-squared values in our regression models are most likely due to two reasons; first, being the non-linear nature of our data. To combat this in the future, we would consider a Gaussian model with the heart rate being classified into deviations away from the mean heart rate. Gaussian models have been recommended for healthcare researcher [15] due to the model's ability to handle variable dependence and non-linear data while giving the researcher the ability to add knowledge about smoothness or periodicity using the covariance functions [16] . Secondly, when doing human research and real-world data collection, expected R-squared values can be lower than a controlled laboratory experiment.
The SVM and random forest regression demonstrated the best results in heart rate estimation. Even though they represent a preliminary evidence of the feasibility of predicting heart rate from smartphone sensors data, they still have some limitations. Smartphone senors might not represent participants states accurately. For instance, participants might leave the phone on table and do some physical activity, or when the phone is laying still while the participant is sleeping. Adding additional features such as light and audio to the model could help estimate heart rate when the phone is not moving. The random forest has the best results. However, the estimated versus actual heart rate is very close; we are concerned about overfitting (See Figure 3 ). Even though, random forests are utilized due to their robustness against overfitting [17] . In the future, the parameters of our random forest may need to be evaluated.
Sample size in this work is another limitation. We used a small sample of participants who all occupied the same university setting. Still, the captured data varied between participants; in the future, we consider ways, such as protocol changes, to streamline the collection and ensure the maximum amount of data is recorded. In addition, there were many collected variables we did not use for analysis, such as audio and light, that could be processed and used to improve the models.
VI. CONCLUSION
The present work investigates the feasibility of using analytical approaches to estimate heart rate data from smartphones' sensors data. Three algorithms have been implemented (ridge regression, SVM, and random forests) to estimate heart rate from multiple features extracted from time, accelerometer and GPS sensors. Both generalized and personalized models have been built and compared with baseline moving-average interpolation methods. Results demonstrate the relationship between the smartphone sensors data and heart rate and provide preliminary evidence of their predictibility of heart rate. Future work will replicate the same study in a larger population and by including other streams of data such as communication patterns (e.g. SMS and calls logs) and phone usage (e.g. Facebook usage).
